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At Ambit we continuously review and adapt our processes and ways
of working to ensure that we set and maintain the highest standards.
Regardless of the size of the project or degree of fit out required we are
committed to providing the best value and experience for our clients, every
time.
As ever, our method is underpinned by our belief in providing a fully
collaborative approach to contracting – something we passionately believe
in! Whilst the last year has been particularly challenging for all, Ambit
have completed all projects on time and all to the highest quality. This is a
testament to both our management teams and the depth and commitment
of our supply chain partners.
While our scope of services includes traditional contracting, spanning both
single and two stage tendering, detail and build and design & build, we have
invested in in-house designers to enable more comprehensive support and a
truly bespoke service to meet your needs.
Whether the project is £500,000 or £15m, every project is treated with the full
commitment and passion of our management team, who are dedicated to
continuously improving the experience of our clients.

Ambit’s expertise in Media fit out
is extensive and the following
document provides a sample of the
exciting projects we have recently
completed.

The following document highlights key examples of our capabilities and we
would be delighted to speak with you about any futures projects you have or
are considering.
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Ambit Media
Experience
Ambit are proud to attach examples of the ‘Media
Works’ we have undertaken.

Our Design and Delivery teams have worked with ;

Ambit have ample experience in the Film and
Music industry having undertaken numerous
exacting projects including offices / recording and
TV studios / screening rooms.

Asset TV

We understand the need for absolute attention to
detail and to collaborate proactively with all stake
holders.

Marjan Television Network

Pirate Studios

Examples of the
works that Ambit
have recently
undertaken are
attached.
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Pirate Studios
London

Sector:			Media
Size:

		

Duration:		

13,500 sqft
19 weeks

Key features:
• Conversion of piano factory
warehouse into suite of 37 DJ and
music recording studios
• Design development & co-ordination
• Fire protections works
• Studio build
• Technical integration
• Acoustic detailing
• Common parts
• Core areas
• Industrial finishes
• Full digital access control
• Secure access control system
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Asset TV
London

Sector:		

Media

Size:

3,200 sq ft

Duration:

8 weeks

Key features:
• Exposed services
• Full IT and AV installation
• Bespoke joinery
• Bespoke acoustic solutions
• Break out spaces

“

Ambit did a great job with a
minimum of fuss and dealt with
all the issues that arose during the
project professionally and quickly
finding great practical solutions
to any issues that arose during the
fit out and made it an enjoyable
experience and ended with a
fantastic fit out of our London
Film Studio and office.
– Warren Colman, Asset TV

”
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Marjan Television
Network
London

Sector:		

Media

Size:

50,000 sq ft

Duration:

12 weeks

Key features:
• Phased refurbishment
• Breakout
• Meeting room
• Private Office
• TV Studios
• Edit Suite
• Green rooms
• Staff areas
• 1000 kVA power upgrade
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Ambit’s Added Value
Design

Supply Chain

Ambit carries internal design who can add value to a
client design or provide full design services, our technical
team will ensue that design and detailing provides robust
solutions and meets the required ratings. Our team from
their experience will ensure that service penetrations/
door openings/ ventilation etc are fully co-ordinated into
the design.

Ambit has carefully vetted supply chain partners who’s
teams understand the detailing and the need to maintain
a sequence of works in a timely manner. Media buildings
can be very material heavy in terms of the multilayers
wall construction and associated acoustic materials, as
such early ordering of materials is essential.

Stake holder co-ordination
Our team will take ownership of the key stakeholders,
primarily:
• Client design standards
• Acoustic consultant
• Services designer
• AV Consultant
• IT consultant
• Tech/ Equipment integration
• Building Control
• Fire Officer
Our team will ensure that all parties roles and remits
are clearly defined and best practice is maintained, we
provide a full ‘responsibilities matrix’ which will be issued
to all and discussed at an initial meeting for agreement.

Quality Control
Ambit carry out continuous QA checking and invite all
stakeholders to inspect and provide comments as the
works progress to ensure a right first time installation.

Programme
We are fully aware that studio time is sold/ allocated well
ahead of the build completion, as such the completion
is absolutely essential and must be protected. Ambit
will monitor the design and build processes on a daily
basis, any slippage is immediately actioned by extended
working/ resequencing or additional resourcing.

Communication
Technical Expertise
Ambit technical team are fully conversant with the
detailed technical input and co-ordination required, as
such can identify all key issues and design them out in
advance.

Our team will at all times maintain open and honest
reporting to the Client teams. We know that on media/
studio builds there is a huge amount of expertise available
and we will always discuss issues with the team to ensure
the best resolution is met promptly!
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Accreditations

Thank you!

Ambit Moat Ltd
10 Greencoat Place, London SW1P 1PH
www.ambitmoat.com

